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Ann Lathrop
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he homeowners—a New York City couple with three young
children—bought this classic 1940s Colonial with renovation
in mind. “They were still living on the Upper West Side of

Manhattan when we started the project,” Ann Lathrop recalls. “They
wanted something modern and sleek to help ease their transition from
the city to the suburbs.” The goal was to create an urban, loft-like
feel by integrating expanses of white, no visible hardware, and using
minimal furnishings; toys, electronics and kitchen appliances would
be hidden from view in custom cabinets and cubbies. While maintaining the existing street-side façade, the architect lopped off a threeseason room in the back of the house, and added about 1,000-square
feet of new living space. Initially, the homeowners wanted something
a little more contemporary, but Ann convinced them to go a more
traditional route. “Around here people are a little more conservative,”
she says. “So instead of turning it into a box, I suggested we paint it
black. The white trim ties in the white of the existing house.” In addi-

tion to moving interior walls to open up the dining and living rooms,
Ann gained an extra six inches of ceiling height by doing structural
beams with the joists going in the short direction. Upstairs, a new
master suite consists of a bedroom, two walk-in closets and a large
bathroom complete with a soaking tub. An existing garage was converted into a spacious study, and an outdoor seating area helps bring
the outside in. “When the doors are open the rooms are extended,
and the kids and their friends can roam in and out freely.” —JM

opposite: In the kitchen of this
updated 1940s Colonial, white
beams, cabinets and trim blend
into white walls; the counters are
clutter-free thanks to a custom
appliance garage. The outdoor
terrace is designed to blend
seamlessly into the landscape.
this page: Minimal furniture
in the dining room adds to the
breezy loft-like feel; one of the
stonewalls in the new study is
part of the original garage.
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